
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

11-10-14 Group of high school teenagers in the lunch room 

cause one riot after another... Cubicle Cure! 

11-10-14 Cubicle... Men, Women & Children instantly I 

remembered my "Lunch Room" mad house of each table of 

students. I though wow lets get the cubicle going as this is 

the Fortune 500 normal "Work Station" for business that 

makes $ Billions off the women in the Cubic. So "Elementary 

School's New Cubic" winner! 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Fifty years after the passage of Medicare 

and Medicaid, and four years after the passage of the 

landmark Affordable Care Act, the Yale Law School hosted a 

conference to examine the current state of health law in the 

United States. 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... organs sold to Saudia Kings + Princes. 

While Amercicans even Vietnam Vets waiting for a Kidney 

died. No Comment from Yale Law, Saudi SWF sex slaves! This 

1984 II Society is light years from Star Travels by Yale 

grads... grin! 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Yale Law... STD's when you get a cell 

call on your iPhone 007 + a pop up of STD's + Arrest for the 

caller. Yale Law knows this is the future of the iPhone, yet 

nothing in the front page write up of Yale Law today! 
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nothing in the front page write up of Yale Law today! 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl 

Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent 

opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front 

Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung 

Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 

And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page 

News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found 

out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, 

hear Farrah Screaming... 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Yale Law... STD's when you get a cell 

call on your iPhone 007 + a pop up of STD's + Arrest for the 

caller. Yale Law knows this is the future of the iPhone, yet 

nothing in the front page write up of Yale Law today! 

11-10-14 Cubicle... "Men, Women & Children" in Royal Palm 

Beach on the front page of the NY Times today about Florida 

parents + teachers wanting to test out of the Fed's Student 

Testing. If Royal Palm Beach kids were all 100% in the 

"Gifted" class there would not be a story in the NY Times. 1984 

II People catch on quickly. Cubicle's will start in 1st grade, 

HS for Sure! With the MacBook Air Ride School Bus dissecting 

MD's memory in millions of MRI's so all can have the memory 

of a MD. Especially Greg, grin!! 

11-10-14 Men, Women & Children follows the story of a group 

of high school teenagers and their parents as they attempt to 

navigate the many ways the internet has changed their 

relationships, their communication, their self-image and 

their love lives. The film takes on social issues such as video 

game culture, anorexia, infidelity, fame hunting and the 

proliferation of illicit material on the internet. As each 
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proliferation of illicit material on the internet. As each 

character and each relationship is tested, we are shown the 

variety of roads people choose—some tragic, some hopeful—as 

it becomes clear that no one is immune to this enormous 

social change that has come through our phones, our tablets 

and our computers. 

11-10-14 Group of high school teenagers in the lunch room 

cause one riot after another... Cubicle Cure! 

11-10-14 Each year we lose over 1,001 Invention Projects pre-

loaded on win 8.2 fix with links to get you started inventing! 

Each Year we lose the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. Each Year 

1984 II Numb Nuts kill millions world wide! 

11-10-14 "Suicide bomber kills dozens at school assembly in 

Nigeria" Reuters war over French Oil $$$$$ 

11-10-14 Each year we lose over 400 doctors to suicide... West 

Point Cadets get $ 1 Trillion via Oil $$$. Medical Students 

will get a higher Salary than West Point Cadets with the 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar$ 

11-10-14 Ground Zero NYC would never have happened if the 

Vietnam Vets in City Hall NYC didn't get $1 Trillion in kick 

backs from BP Oil's $777 Trillion to keep the 1980 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort off the assembly lines, Made in 

the USA... 

11-10-14 Why did you go to medical school? Seriously. Why 

spend your 20s studying while all your friends are at parties? 

11-10-14 Why Build the Yale Key West medical school? 

11-10-14 Seriously Washington Post + 1984 II Numb Nuts 
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11-10-14 Seriously Washington Post + 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators are the cause of smoggy air in Beijing! 

11-10-14 China has made a gargantuan effort to clear 

Beijing's smoggy air for an important regional summit this 

week, closing hundreds of factories and forcing cars off the 

road, but its efforts have only been partially successful. 

Washington Post 

11-10-14 Seriously Washington Post + 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators are the cause of smoggy air in Beijing! 

11-10-14 Journalists at the Washington Post + 1984 II Numb 

Nuts Dictators are all Baby Killers even if you forget 100 kids 

who died in hot cars - They did the worst Scam ever on 

China's Car buying of gasoline cars! 

11-10-14 Seriously. 

11-10-14 each year we lose over 400 doctors to suicide -

Million days spent in a Hospital via car crashes each year, 

China does not close the factories and clear the roads 

because their car wrecks are not reported. Laser Guided cars 

in China, when will they make "contact!" 

11-10-14 Seriously, 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers from the Vietnam War today Vets Day tossing gasoline 

Napalm Bombs at SUV's driving down the road in LA, Paris, 

Rome, London, Moscow. Zero ground Zero NYC would never 

have happened. 400 doctors would have joined NASA for 

Alien Medicine 101, grin. Star Travels Priceless unless you 

have $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues or you are Bill + Melinda 

Gates who refused the win 8.2 fix that would have had these 

400 doctors to suicide brainstorming conversations 24/7 on 

1,001 invention projects. 

Perform a psychological autopsy - then write the iApp for a 

Cure!
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Cure!

11-10-14 Seriously. 

11-10-14 Why did you go to medical school? Seriously. Why 

spend your 20s studying while all your friends are at parties? 

11-10-14 Each year we lose over 1,001 Invention Projects pre-

loaded on win 8.2 fix with links to get you started inventing! 

11-10-14 each year we lose over 40000000 to Poison Gasoline 

Exhaust Atoms in the air then in your blood. 

11-10-14 Seriously 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers from the Vietnam War today Vets Day tossing gasoline 

Napalm Bombs at SUV's driving down the road... Unable to 

clean air completely for APEC, China resorts to blocking 

data. China has made a gargantuan effort to clear Beijing's 

smoggy air for an important regional summit this week, 

closing hundreds of factories and forcing cars off the road, 

but its efforts have only been partially successful. Washington 

Post 

11-10-14 Seriously 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers - Did the worst Scam ever on China's Car buying of 

gasoline cars! 

11-10-14 Seriously 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers 
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MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Madonna CD. 

11-10-14 Seriously, Yale's "Panhellenic council to consider 

fourth sorority" By Stephanie Addenbrooke 

11-10-14 Seriously, Yale's "Panhellenic council to consider 

Hell" 

11-10-14 Seriously, Proxmia @ 4 lt. yrs. will shine burn H for 

the next 4 trillion years, 600 times longer than the age of the 

Universe today. So we must consider soul-mates Heaven + 

Hell. Mary B. + Greg rule out 72 Virgins... grin. $72 Trillion 

Godsend Mecca and Allah got was a Pentagon Top Brass war 

time error! 
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11-9-14 Mandy Miles the next generation of Mandy Miles will 

be the 1st to get the MacBook Air Ride School Bus to all the 

52 Nearest Stars + Nobel Winners Fast Boat Race on the 

World Wide Web of Mind Bending Miracles - Serendipity - is 

no accident... No head on collisions in cars via laser guided 

Navy Jets! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" Astronomy, 

Satellite imagery TV Satellites, Stars light and hopefully how 

the near star Proxima burns for 4 trillion years all this... 

Hell she says I can't even tell you how Advil knows whether 

it's my head or my back... kids will know this in 2 nd grade 

via WWW. 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles the next generation of Mandy Miles will 

be the 1st to get the MacBook Air Ride School Bus and 

everything Mandy Miles reads that hurts her brain will be 

conversations of kids on the MacBook Air Ride School Buses 

in Key West. wow! 90% of conversations will be on Invention 

Projects so we, they can get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year! 

11-9-14 "Recreating Adam, From Hundreds of Fragments, 

After the Fall" NY Times. DNA's up quarks + strange quarks 

MRI's! 

11-9-14 Recreating Adam + Eve From Hundreds of Trillions 

DNA MRI Fragments, After they Fall... Best Nuclear Bomb 

Building Super Computer at Los Alamos! Readout... what do 

I have Doc...? Many calculations indicate that the particle 

discovered last year in the CERN particle accelerator in 

Switzerland was indeed the famous Higgs particle. 

11-9-14 Physicists agree that the CERN experiments did find 

a new particle that had never been seen before, but 

according to an international research team, there is no 

conclusive evidence that the particle was indeed the Higgs 

particle. 

11-9-14 CERN's $25 trillion dollar particle smasher we need 

one for DNA to see the Quarks of Adam + Eve! 
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11-9-14 If techni-quarks exist, there must be a force to bind 

them together so that they can form particles. None of the 

four known forces of nature (gravity, the electromagnetic 

force, the weak nuclear force and the strong nuclear force) 

are any good at binding techni-quarks together. There must 

therefore be a yet undiscovered force of nature. This force is 

called the technicolor force, researchers said. 

11-9-14 "Mans Internet Creation Made Me Think of other 

concepts" thanks Mandy this made greg think about doing a 

MRI + getting some x-rays of Adam + Eve's DNA from Los 

Alamos Computers... Man Made Killers at Los Alamos, yes 

Soeul will be Nuked sooner or Later you don't need to be a 

NASA Rocket Scientists to figure this out. Well Mind-bending 

Miracles from the WWW Deserve the next generation of 

Watson - Think about it we can query into Google and 

instantly know if the next generation of MRI's can scan 

Adam + Eve's DNA in a Los Alamos Super Computer down to 

parts of the atom, some brain MRI are crunching... if you are 

Cheney or a oil man. grin! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" Astronomy, 

Satellite imagery TV Satellites, Stars light and hopefully how 

the near star Proxima burns for 4 trillion years all this... 

Hell she says I can't even tell you how Advil knows whether 

it's my head or my back... 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles the next generation of Mandy Miles will 

be the 1st to get the MacBook Air Ride School Bus and 

everything Mandy Miles reads that hurts her brain will be 

conversations of kids on the MacBook Air Ride School Buses 

in Key West. wow! 90% of conversations will be on Invention 

Projects so we, they can get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year! 
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11-9-14 Mandy Miles @ the Key West paper Today... "Mind-

Bending Miracles" "Smaller Minds to benefit from this web 

page and the Citizen ha... thanks Mandy Miles this made me 

think of the quarks that make up the DNA and MRI might, or 

will some day scan for up quarks, strange quarks in the DNA 

of Creation!!! 

11-9-14 I don't buy the Key West Citizen or the NY Times, so 

someone left a free copy at Starbucks. This is the Only 

Starbucks that checks the tables every few mins for a 

newspaper to trash so you have to buy one. Other Side of the 

Universe, Starbucks in Boulder Colorado on the Pearl Street 

Mall recycles them for you to read over and over and all 

week... wow! 

11-9-14 Well Vietnam Vets on the front page next to Mandy 

Miles - Sucker Punching breast cancer women in Key West 

who never make the Front page or get $500K from the City for 

a Vietnam Vets Memorial. Baby Killers in Vietnam and I'm 

starting to believe Kerry killed his Vietnam Prostitute after 

great sex... he could not help it! Did Kerry Build a $10 

Million dollar Memorial in Boston for Breast Cancer Women 

or Vietnam Vets, you answer this! Vietnam Vets Kerry spits on 

Breast Cancer Women's Memorials or Manhattan Projects for 

the Cure of Breast Cancer. Same today with the Vietnam 

Memorial sucker punching and Spitting - the Vietnam Vets 

put this on the front page too. Spit at the Vietnam Vets will be 

women in Key West with Stage 4 Breast Cancer... "Cancer 

War" 

11-9-14 Today and it was back then to but ignored because 

Mandy Miles said World Wide Web of "Mind-bending" 

Miracles. Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... 
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11-9-14 ...and of course Anus Cancer Farrah got from some 

Vietnam Vet who didn't tell her he had HPV, HIV, Syphilis 

like the top brass. 

11-9-14 I Phone 007 when a Vietnam Vet calls you a pop up 

of all the STD's caught in Vietnam and brought home and 

Vet didn't tell the women and 100's of women got STD's from 

Vietnam Vets coming home, not in the paper today next to 

Mandy. 

11-9-14 Today Vets come home and kill the wife. Notices how 

this story is not on the front page of the NY Times! It's 

suppressed by the Pentagon Top Brass... who the Hell wants to 

read on Veterans Day a Vet just killed his wife + kids or a Vet 

just gave 10 women STD's without telling them? Only Greg + 4 

MD Wives! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" STD's pop up 

when you get a call on your iPhone 007 Plus + 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" "Kerry calls 

you pop ups of murdered Prostitutes after great sex in 

Vietnam, when you get a call on your iPhone 007 Plus + 

11-9-14 I Phone 007 when a Vietnam Vet calls you a pop up 

of all the STD's caught in Vietnam + given to you! 

11-9-14 DNA was first isolated in the mid 1800s, but its true 

significance was not discovered until much later. As the 

field of molecular biology developed, science slowly 

discovered the incredible importance of DNA — DNA carries 

all our genetic information across the generations. It took 

decades to figure out what DNA looks like, but when even 
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decades to figure out what DNA looks like, but when even 

when Watson, Crick, and Franklin posited the double-helix, 

it was an indirect observation. We have never been able to 

actually see DNA until now. 

The 1953 breakthrough describing the double-helix was 

confirmed using x-ray crystallography. This is a process in 

which a molecule is bombarded with x-rays which bounce off 

the atoms. By observing the patterns of the reflected x-rays, 

scientists can calculate the location of atoms in the 

molecule. The new research from Enzo di Fabrizio at the 

University of Genoa is different because to visualizes DNA 

directly with an electron microscope. 

The team created a water repellent surface that caused 

liquid in samples to dry out very quickly and deposit 

suspended strands of DNA. The surface is made up of tiny 

micro pillars that catch the DNA, holding it up where images 

can be taken. The results are pretty amazing — you can 

actually see the repeating spiral pattern of DNA. 

This first round of images cannot capture individual 

double-helices. The electron microscope needs to output so 

much energy to take the pictures, that it blows single strands 

apart. What you’re seeing here are so-called “DNA cords”, 

bundles of six single strands wrapped around a central one. 

The hope is that a more sensitive detector capable of 

capturing images at lower electron energies will allow the 

researchers to see single strands of DNA. The work could 

eventually allow scientists to closely study the way proteins 

and chemical agents interact with your DNA. via New 

Scientist 

11-8-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at 

the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with 

win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is 

generated and 1,001 other discoveries! 
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MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with 

Treadmill Desk Designed one's! 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H". And they will burn in Hell Jimmy 

Carter + Habitat for Humanity's Poison Gas Exhaust coming 

into our windows! And no win 8.2 fix so we have to work like 

Hell 24/7 to show the world's 1984 II Top Brass we can do it, 

get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year! In a legal polygamous 

Marriage to MD women! 

PC Makers Hope Windows 10 Can Help Sales Grow Again... 

False Hope in a False God... Bill + Melinda Gates, come on 

they bought their 2 nd home in Mecca for only 2 Billion, 

other palaces on the same street go for $5 Billion! You can 

listen in on their value of us working class inventors on their 

Dash Cam. Wish! 1,001 apps and Invention Projects are not a 

Godsend from Bill + Melinda Gates. Hell you will never boot 

to the desktop in windows 100 let alone 10. Record this 
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to the desktop in windows 100 let alone 10. Record this 

internet session so you can share it with other inventors as a 

YouTube Video, not from Bill + Melinda Gates! 

11-8-14 Apple replaces Windows, lets you boot to the desktop 

and pre-loads 1,001 Invention Projects! thank God for time + 

gravity to dissect. Next generation of school kids will ride in 

the MacBook Air Ride School Buses! Yes they are laser 

guided! Gasoline School bus buyers spit at you for "Laser 

guided" hell we build the Yellow School Buses like a Tank! 

Why do we need laser guided MacBook Air Ride School Buses 

with 55" K5 monitors? They fail again. 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! Now for interstellar Travels. 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! Now for interstellar Travels. 

11-8-14 god's Gift to Mankind is "Women" who can have a 

vision of "God" when she has the gray matter of your brain 

between their index finger and thumb... electrical storm of 

neurons H-Bomb and H in a near star that will burn for the 

next 4 trillion years. Jimmy Carter will still be in Hell's 

Burning Habitat we hope as he was the Master Mind of 

giving Mecca $777 Trillion in $4 gas with dirty exhaust for 

the Holocaust II. 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 
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5 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 C 

10 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 

C 

15 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 

C 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! Heavy Lift 

Helicopter Combines for all the nuts + fruits in the Amazon 

and Rice in China! All run on a can of liquid Hydrogen 

keeping hot cold and cold warm for the farm workers. North 

Sea Heavy Lift Helicopters will not be covered in ice a foot 

thick and no one will be out in the elements pulling up 

lobster pods! 

11-8-14 Disney is in port Key West, life saver passenger gave 

me a seat at her Starbucks table, the only table in Starbucks 

with a electric plug. Which has been off for the last month. 

Just got back from Shell my Battery was dead at 6 am so got 

a jump start and the idle engine does charge the battery, 

but even in 2014 cars if you leave the lights on it will run 

down the battery. iApp for iPhone 6 Plus turn off the cars 

lights - are they off? So drove my 1999 Ford Escort to Shell 

started knocking the rod in the engine got $27 in gas free 

from the CVS gas cards. Drove back to Old Town and cutting 

out on Seminary then died right at a parking spot. So going 

to sleep in the car on Seminary Tonight its suppose to rain 

like Hell for 24 hours on Sunday... wow! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 
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Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 

11-8-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at 

the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with 

win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is 

generated and 1,001 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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